
The rubber plant's story chapter 4 literature class VII 

A. Answer these questions. 

1. Why was kinetoscope the only way to take the rubber plant's picture? 

A. The kinetoscope was the only way to take the picture of the rubber plant because it gets moved from 

one place to another very quickly by humans. 

2. When did the rubber plant have the most fun? What did it do? 

A. The rubber plant had the most fun when it had only three leaves and belonged to a member of the 

pony ballet. It was water with fizzy water and lemon and it looked at the numbers of the automobiles in 

the street with dates and labels inside. 

3. Why was the rubber plant's life the dullest at Miss Carruthers' friend's house? 

A. The rubber plant’s life was the dullest at Miss Carruthers friend’ house because it was moved from 

room to another many times and her life was a boring and lacked a variety of things. 

4. What did the rubber plant think when it was bought by Bess? 

A. When it was brought to Bess, it thought Bess was a nice girl but not to the suiting of the plant. It 

thought it will land up in one of the flats and spend the next six months looking at the clothes on the 

line. 

5. Why did Bess ask the stout, dark man to leave? 

A. Bess asked the stout, dark man to leave because he looked at her in a peculiar way and spoke to her 

roughly. 

6. How was the rubber plant's life different in the girl's house? 

A. The rubber plant’s life was different in the girl’s house as the girl cared for the plant and touched and 

kissed it’s leaves, while in other homes, the rubber plant’s leaves would be chewed by dogs. 

7. What did Bess mean by 'the bubble burst only today'? 

A. Bess meant by ‘’ the bubble burst only today.’’ She knew what was good for her after she told the 

stout, dark man to leave her place. 

8. Why did the rubber plant think that 'they' were stretching matters? 

A. The rubber plant thought that they were stretching matters because they once stood under a rubber 

plant on the bank of the Bayou and made promise to each other. 

 



B. Think and answer. 

1. What are the phrases that show that the rubber plant tree keeps moving from one place to another? 

A. The phrases that show that it keeps moving from one place to another is ‘’we the vagabond vine and 

the fitting fig tree.’’ 

2. Analysis the character of Bess. 

A. Bess was a nice girl who had feelings for living things. She was quiet and sober and sometimes cried 

to herself and also she had a loving heart. 

3. Compare the rubber plant's life with human life. How is it similar or different? Give reasons for your 

answer. 

A. The rubber plant’s life is similar to a human’s life as most of us keep moving from one place to 

another, like for a job or a school transfer. 


